
CLASSIC



CARMEL - 47-22-150
Carmel, a town located on the west coast of the
United States, where Steve owned his vacation
home. This house was a private place that he
cherished, a family home for his family and friends.
This cellulose acetate frame will take you to the
Steve McQueen universe.

CARMEL-004-Dark Brown Havana CARMEL-010-Crystal

CARMEL-020- Blue Havana CARMEL-021-Tortoise

CARMEL-028-Black



CINCINNATI-42-22-150
As popular as the famous movie "The Cincinnati
Kid", this model made of acetate and proposing a
conventional line will make it possible to revive this
cinematographic work of 1965.

CINCINNATI-005-Crystal Kaki CINCINNATI-008-Dark Havana

CINCINNATI-018-Clear Havana CINCINNATI-019-Tokyo Tortoise Matt



COBRA-46-20-150
Round face model that takes the curves of the
Cobra 289 Roadster, made by Caroll Shelby and
owned by Steve McQueen.

COBRA-026-Gold Brushed & Black Filet COBRA-030-Antic Gold

COBRA-033-Gun Brushed & Kaki Filet COBRA-106-Antic Silver and Light Tortoise Filet



COOL-50-20-150
Reference to his cool attitude, which earned him
the nickname “King of Cool”.

COOL-029-Gold Brushed & Burgundy Top Bar COOL-049-Navy BlueCOOL-027-Shiny Silver & Green Top Bar



CULVERCITY-49-18-150
California city that houses the “Sony Pictures Studios” formerly called “MGM Studios or Columbia”.
William Claxton, photographer and friend of Steve McQueen's took a few shots of actor and
director Norman Jewison at these studios, as well as a now-famous commercial shoot with Steve
McQueen wearing a white jacket with a tartan interior.

CULVERCITY-023-Cola CULVERCITY-028-BlackCULVERCITY-005-Crystal Kaki



GETAWAY-033-Crystal

GETAWAY-46-22-150
A tribute to the film Guet-Apens of 1972, in which
he plays Doc McCoy and gives the answer to his
wife Ali McGraw. Film produced by Solar
Production, Steve McQueen's production company.

GETAWAY-002-Black & Tortoise GETAWAY-005-Crystal Kaki

GETAWAY-006-Honey Havana GETAWAY-007-Crystal Kaki



HOLLYWOOD-47-20-150
A tribute to the film Guet-Apens of 1972, in which he plays Doc McCoy and gives the answer to his
wife Ali McGraw. Film produced by Solar Production, Steve McQueen's production company.

HOLLYWOOD-028-Black HOLLYWOOD-031-Antic SilverHOLLYWOOD-026-Antic Gold



INDIAN-48-21-150
American motorcycle brand that Steve McQueen particularly liked, it owned the "Indian Chief".

INDIAN-105-Antic Gold & Dark Grey Windsor INDIAN-109-Antcic Silver & Dark Green WindsorINDIAN-029-Silver Brushed & Moka Windsor



LIBERTY-46-20-150
For his own embodiment of freedom

LIBERTY-026-Shiny Gold & Tortoise LIBERTY-031-Matt Silver

LIBERTY-049-Navy Blue LIBERTY-108-Shiny Silver & Mustard filet on front

LIBERTY-116-Gun Brushed & Shiny Olive filet on front



LIBERTY-S-46-22-150
For his own embodiment of freedom

LIBERTY-S-032-Shiny Gold and Tokyo Tortoise LIBERTY-S-037-Silver Brushed and Grey

LIBERTY-S-038-Antic Silver and Moka LIBERTY-S-114-Honey



LIFE-49-20-150
Because you only have one life, and that Steve McQueen understood. This is the man who made
the most of his life and who certainly passed away without regret.

LIFE-003-Blond Tortoise LIFE-004-Brown HavanaLIFE-002-Black & Tortoise



MARINES-53-19-150
In tribute to his service in the Marines in 1947 when he was only 17 years old. He will be a tank
pilot and mechanic there. It is even said that his punishment of repainting the holds of boats
would have been an aggravating factor in his cancer.

MARINES-027-Gun BrushedMARINES-026-Gold Brushed



MIKE-104-Yellow Honey

MIKE-49-20-150
This is the name of his dog, an Alaskan Malamute,
which he buys after the birth of his son. This dog
will follow him everywhere, on the platforms, the
circuits, the races… We will see many pictures of
SMQ with Mike.

MIKE-014-Blue Havana MIKE-015-Demi Blond Tortoise

MIKE-016-Tortoise MIKE-033-Crystal



MOJAVE-48-21-150
The Mojave Desert in California, where he used to
go with his friend William Claxton, photographer
and Bud Ekins, stuntman, to race motorcycles.
Pictures of him traveling the desert on a motorbike
are well known.

MOJAVE-006-Honey Havana MOJAVE-016-Tortoise

MOJAVE-024-Navy Blue MOJAVE-033-Crystal



PALMSPRINGS46-21-150
Palm Springs, a town between the Sonoran Desert
and Southern California, in 1964 Steve McQueen
had a house built there by a renowned architect.
This house is the emblem of design and modernity
at the time. This is THE dream of all American stars
of the 60's - 70's.

PALMSPRINGS-006-Honey Havana PALMSPRINGS-011-Burgundy

PALMSPRINGS-012-Matt Black PALMSPRINGS-013-Demi Blond Tortoise



SAND-50-18-150
Is a very masculine square model, which is in connection with the ground, the desert, the
dust, the sand. It is a timeless model, very racy and at the same time light as a grain of
sand which allows absolute freedom.

SAND-005-Crystal Kaki SAND-028-BlackSAND-004-Brown Havana



SLATER-48-20-150
City in which he grew up with his uncle Claude Thompson, who became his mentor. His
city of heart, with which he had reconnected just before leaving.

SLATER-039-Silver Brushed - Rimless SLATER-041-Black - RimlessSLATER-026-Gold Brushed - Rimless



ICONIC



ACTOR-STUDIO-115-Crystal Caramel

ACTOR-STUDIO-54-20-150
In reference to the associative drama organization
that SMQ joined in 1954. School that launched it
into the world of cinema. Based in New York, it is
now run by Al Pacino, Ellen Burstyn and Harvey
Keitel.

ACTOR-STUDIO-023-Cola

ACTOR-STUDIO-102-Brown Gradient Opaque Crystal

ACTOR-STUDIO-100-Black

ACTOR-STUDIO-103-Cherry Tortoise



BRENTWOOD-52-20-150
Chic and peaceful neighborhood in L.A, California,
where Steve McQueen will buy one of his many
family homes. A beautiful stone estate, once again
often photographed by his friend William Claxton
known as “Clax”.

BRENTWOOD-023-Cola BRENTWOOD-101-Brown

BRENTWOOD-103-Cherry Tortoise BRENTWOOD-104-Grey Mallow Havana



BRUCE-010-Light Blue Crystal - Tortoise temples

BRUCE-56-16-150
In honor of his faithful friend Bruce Lee, whose
coffin he will carry during his funeral. A strong
relationship between admiration and rivalry.

BRUCE-005-Crystal Kaki

BRUCE-028-Black BRUCE-101-Brown

BRUCE-102-Brown Gradient Opaque Crystal



SOLAR-RACING-115-Crystal Caramel

SOLAR-RACING-57-14-150
This name refers to Solar production, the
production company of Steve McQueen, also to
Solar Racing his car team. But it is not for nothing
that he gives the name of “Solar” to his production
company, it refers to Solar Drive, boulevard on
which he has a garage where he stores all his
beautiful cars.

SOLAR-RACING-005-Crystal Kaki SOLAR-RACING-023-Cola

SOLAR-RACING-100-Black SOLAR-RACING-101-Brown



SEBRING-57-15-150
The 12h of Sebring, Florida. Car race in which Steve
McQueen participated in 1970, in a Porsche 908
with Peter Revson, car 48. He finished on the
podium in 2nd place. For the record, Steve
McQueen finished on the podium after having his
feet broken after a motorcycle race a few days
before. So he did the 12h of Sebring with his foot in
a cast.

SEBRING-010-Light Blue Crystal - Tortoise temples SEBRING-023-Cola

SEBRING-021-Tokyo Tortoise SEBRING-100-Black



MICHAEL-54-19-150
Echoes Michael Delaney, main character of the movie “Le Mans” played by Steve
McQueen. Iconic film and iconic character in the film industry and motor racing. This is
THE project of a lifetime for Steve McQueen, his ultimate dedication.

MICHAEL-039-Silver Brushed MICHEAL-054-Shiny Black and Mat Black RimMICHAEL-050-Light Gold Brushed



MICHAEL-N-54-20-150
Echoes Michael Delaney, main character of the movie “Le Mans” played by Steve
McQueen. Iconic film and iconic character in the film industry and motor racing. This is
THE project of a lifetime for Steve McQueen, his ultimate dedication.

MICHAEL-N-051-Light Shiny Silver MICHEAL-054-Shiny Black and Mat Black RimMICHAEL-N-052-Gun Brushed and Black Filet



WILD-56-18-150
Reference to his wild side as described by his relatives and sometimes himself. He is
credited with a flexible and feline gait, his friend Barry Feinstein amused himself saying
"keeping an eye on him was like trying to track a missile"

WILD-039-Silver Brushed WILD-052-Brushed Gun and Shiny Black FiletWILD-050-Light Gold Brushed



WILD-N-54-19-150
Reference to his wild side as described by his relatives and sometimes himself. He is
credited with a flexible and feline gait, his friend Barry Feinstein amused himself saying
"keeping an eye on him was like trying to track a missile"

WILD-N-051-Light Shiny Silver WILD-N-056-Light Shiny GoldWILD-N-053-Gun Brushed and Navy Filet



SIGNATURE



BANDITO-48-22-150
Is the nickname given to him by those close to him
in addition to being the “King of Cool”.

BANDITO-012-Matt Black BANDITO-104-Yellow Honey

BANDITO-114-Blue Gradient Brown BANDITO-115-Clear Tortoise



JOSH-49-22-150
Refers to his very first character in the "In the Name of the Law" series, Josh Randall. First
broadcast in 1958, Steve McQueen was 28 years old when his career was propelled by this
series. To conclude,
SMQ will be the first international actor to have debuted on the small screen in a television
series. 16 years later, he is the highest paid movie star in the world.

JOSH-014-Blue Havana JOSH-115-Clear Tortoise



SAN-CLEMENTE-49-23-150
Is the name of the city in which he married his wife
Niele Adams. In fact, in 1956, on a whim, they
decided to get married and traveled the road on a
motorbike. In a hurry to finally be married, they
drive at full speed and are stopped by the police, to
whom they tell their irrepressible desire to say
yes. In order to verify the veracity of their words,
the 2 police officers escort them to the church of
San Clemente, California, to end up as witnesses of
their union.

SAN-CLEMENTE-010-Light Blue Crystal SAN-CLEMENTE-012-Matt Black

SAN-CLEMENTE-111-Gradient Blue SAN-CLEMENTE-116-Honey



TERENCE-50-22-150
Real name Terence Stephen McQueen.

TERENCE-005-Crystal Kaki TERENCE-012-Black

TERENCE-033-Crystal TERENCE-111-Gradient Blue


